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The noise is reduced thanks to a new noise reduction algorithm which is based on HLS video noise reduction engine. The new
algorithm, named "HLS" is not dedicated to chrominancy, but it was created to reduce noise on chrominancy. But HLS
algorithm can be modified easily to improve the noise reduction on chrominancy, which is what this filter does. In order to
reduce the noise on chrominancy, the new noise reduction algorithm is set to use an additional chrominancy filter, which is able
to increase the definition of the chrominancy signal and to decrease the amount of noise on chrominancy. The main idea is not
to modify chrominancy itself but to add a chrominancy filter on the Y channel of the Y'U'V' system (red channel of VHS), in
order to treat exactly the noise on chrominancy. This filter is very versatile, in fact it is able to reduce the noise on chrominancy
of: - every type of chrominancy (including analog and digital video, VHS or DVD); - the chrominancy of the Y'U'V system - the
chrominancy of the Y'Cb'Cr system (on a chroma monitor, since it can not be seen that's not a Y'U'V' monitor); - the
chrominancy of the Y'CbCr system (on a chroma monitor, since it can not be seen that's not a Y'U'V' monitor). The effect
obtained are 2X better than the one of standard chrominancy filter. Chroma Noise Reduction Cracked Version Requirements:
The filter works best on Y'U'V' system video, on a VHS recorder in VHS, and on DVD. However, the algorithm can be adjusted
to work on any chrominancy, including analog and digital video, VHS or DVD. It is even possible to improve the result of this
filter. For VHS users, this filter should be used between the broadcast (without noise reduction) and the first step of the VHS
recording process, so the quality will be improved. For DVD users, this filter should be used between the DVD (without noise
reduction) and the first step of the DVD recording process, so the quality will be improved. However, this filter is able to handle
any chrominancy, so it could be used also with a different color system. The filter should not
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[auto_mute=yes] [global_normalization=yes] [normalization_at_filtering=yes] Chroma Noise Reduction Torrent Download is a
VirtualDub filter that will allow users to easily reduce the noise on chrominancy. The chrominancy has a signification in another
color system called Y'U'V (in fact Y'Cb'Cr). Y is the luminancy (brightness intensity), U (chrominancy 1) et V (chrominancy 2)
are the chrominancies. the Y'U'V' system is used maily with vidoo (TV program transmission, VHS recorder, MPEG.) whereas
computers use rather the R'G'B' system. On magnetic tapes used by VHS recorders, the band width reserved for chrominancy is
smaller than the band width reserved for luminancy, since human eye is much less sensitive to brightness than colors. As a
consequence, the chrominancy is more sensitive to electromagnetic noise and tape's wear. This filter tries to reduce the noise on
chrominancy, without affecting the luminancy which is already supposed to have a good quality. KEYMACRO Description:
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The function of Chroma Noise Reduction is to make image look more sharp and less noisy. The filter scans the input video for
horizontal lines (block) and "recurse" on those line vertically to find the horizontal lines that are affected by the chrominance
noise. The result is stored in another buffer where the new horizontal lines are interlaced with the original one. The chrominance
noise can come from the scene you are editing (sometimes you have "hotspots", moments with very bright (or very dark) object)
or from the coding of video. The way it works is that it finds the darkest pixels in the picture, take them to the left of the picture
and average (reduce their intensity) until they are less than the mean brightness of the picture. This way the filtered block will
be darker (less contrasty) but the luminance will be unchanged. You can always use the original version of the video, but with
different video you will have a different noise reduction. The average is a function of: the number of pixels to average the mean
of the pixel intensity the number of pixels to consider for the mean the number of pixels considered to left of the current line
the length of the current line to analyze The original image have 256 values for each color (black and white image) and the new
image will have between 1 and 8 values for each color. You can select the number of values to use. The numbers are: Nb of
values to average (between 1 and 8) Nb of pixels to average (between 1 and 8) Nb of pixels to the left of the line to average
(between 1 and 8) The length of the line to analyze (for chrominancy the line is vertical and for luminancy the line is
horizontal). You can choose a length between 2 and 4 pixels for chrominancy, and between 1 and 2 pixels for luminancy.
Example This is a 4x4 sized block with noise on chrominancy: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 And this is the processed version
of the same picture: 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 As you can see the noise is reduced but it is not perfect, because we still have
some noise on the luminancy. What happens if we want a perfect reduction of chrom
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If a Y'Cb'Cr'(black) and Y'R'G'B' (red) analog signal are given, this filter will try to find the correspondence (or similitude)
between them, by reinterpreting the Y'Cb'Cr' signal in the Y'U'V' system, where the intensity of the chrominancy is expressed
by U, and the intensity of luminance is expressed by Y. Effect of Chroma Noise Reduction: The Y'U'V' system is more resistant
to noise, but the Y'Cb'Cr' system is a little bit more sensitive to noise. The best settings are: Maximum: This is the 'best' mode,
this will let you notice the best chrominancy noise reduction, without losing the luminancy. The highest level of chrominancy
noise reduction is obtained with a 'Balanced' setting of '11'. The 'Maximum' setting is similar to '11' but it is less tight, which is
the reason why it will let you notice the chrominancy noise reduction without loosing the luminancy. Balanced: This is the most
popular setting, since it performs a better noise reduction than '11' with a much lower chrominancy distortion. The 'Balanced' is
a setting like '11' (the 'Maximum' of '11') but with an intermediate amount of chrominancy distortion. The values above and
bellow are not the good values, for this kind of filters. These values are a way to show you the filter's different modes, the 'best'
mode being the 'Maximum' mode. If you want to use these values as good values, make sure to put a value on the 'Maximum'
setting. It is possible to use 'Balanced' as 'Maximum' mode, but the performance is slightly worse. Limits: 1. Y'U'V' value: -1.8
Y + 0.6U 2. Y'Cb'Cr' value: -2.0 Y + 1.2U The 'Maximum' setting is not well-adapted to get the limit's value, because
chrominancy signal could be too high, which will cause color fringing. The best results are obtained by setting 'Maximum' to
'Balanced' mode. Note: - the noise level is increased with a higher value of Y'U'V' (decrease of luminance) and a lower value of
Y'Cb'Cr' (decrease of chrominancy). - the luminance is increased with a higher value of Y'U'V' and a lower value of Y'Cb'Cr'
(decrease of chrominancy) Note: When chrominancy has no noise,
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System Requirements For Chroma Noise Reduction:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel Core i3-2xxx/AMD Phenom II X4 965/Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 (2.4 GHz)
Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 12 GB available space Video Card: NVIDIA GTS 450 or ATI HD 4800 or better (x2 for SLI)
Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5-2xxx/AMD Phenom II X4 9
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